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Service Agent-Transport Agent Task Planning

Incorporating Robust Scheduling Techniques

Matthew J. Baysa,1,3,∗, Thomas A. Wettergrenb,2

aPanama City, FL, 32407
bNewport, RI 02841

Abstract

As the use of cooperative, heterogeneous teams of autonomous robots to
perform tasks such as autonomous package delivery and long-duration ocean
sampling becomes more prevalent, the is a quickly-emerging need to study
the high-level interaction of specialized robotic agents that perform service
tasks, and specialized transport agents that transport the service agents be-
tween service areas. If the service routes, docking, and deployment sched-
ules are not carefully planned, the overall schedule is inefficient at best, and
possibly even infeasible due to fuel limitations at worst. We introduce a
new problem in the area of scheduling and route planning operations called
the service agent transport problem (SATP). Within the SATP, autonomous
service agents must perform tasks at a number of locations. The agents are
free to move between locations, however, the agents may also be transported
throughout the region by a limited number of faster-moving transport agents.
The goal of the SATP is to plan a schedule of service agent and transport
agent actions such that all locations are serviced in the shortest amount of
time. We believe the SATP formulation is unique because there is strong
coupling between vehicle constraints as well as between the task allocation
component of the problem and the scheduling component of the problem. We
present a solution to the problem using a mixed-integer linear programming
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